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Sock Architecture is perfect for both experienced and novice sock knitters. This thorough,

imaginative collection of sock shapes and patterns gives you the tools to construct an astounding

variety of custom socks. All heels and toes are carefully explained and clearly photographed, and

you can plug in your own numbers to work at the exact size and gauge you want. If you'd rather just

pick up the needles and start knitting, Sock Architecture also includes 17 fully designed patterns.

Most span five sizes, from women's extra small through men's large. And most of the patterns offer

guidelines for an adjustable size so you can choose your own gauge, size, or both. Make socks that

are as unique as you are!
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This is, far and away, my favorite knitting book right now. Laraâ€™s style of writing is something with

which I instantly connect, and reading the book feels like Iâ€™m sitting in a room, knitting with a

friend, and talking about the technicalities and nuances of knitting socks. Her style is conversational

enough to be engaging, but underneath that conversational style lies a deep and precise technical

exploration of all things sock knitting. Lara touches on the history of knitted socks and dives right

into how socks are constructed.Iâ€™m a sock-knitting newbie, with only a handful of completed

pairs of socks under my belt and I read this book cover-to-cover â€” everything was completely

accessible to me. I suspect seasoned sock knitters will find a wealth of information as well. This

book truly is for any level of sock knitter.This book really is the perfect sock book. If you want sock

patterns, there are 17 wonderful patterns. But Sock Architecture is not simply a pattern book. Yes,

there are patterns, but the book also includes thorough discussion on all sorts of techniques â€”



toe-up, cuff-down, heels (afterthought and flaps), toes, etc. Most of the patterns include instructions

for both toe-up and cuff-down, which I thought was particularly interesting â€” it really showed that a

sock knitter can work in his or her preferred method of knitting a sock and come out with awesome

socks. Everything in this book serves to build the knitterâ€™s confidence.Where the book

particularly shines is in attention to detail. In addition to being full of well-written patterns, the book

contains detailed descriptions of all the techniques employed in sock knitting. Thatâ€™s great, but

itâ€™s the photography that sets everything apart.
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